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Details of Visit:

Author: elccs69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 31 Mar 2010 20:10
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Bubbles Escorts
Website: http://bubblesescorts.net
Phone: 02075196969
Phone: 07921888888

The Premises:

My place

The Lady:

Description and pictures on the website accurate. Attractive girl. Fantastic body. Slim, great legs,
amazing bum, lovely belly pierce, sexy dragin tatoo on her hip that you can't see in the photos,
breasts that are just a joy to hold, beatiful smooth skin.

The Story:

Finally saw Priya after a few unsuccessful attempts where she was busy ? always the mark of a
good girl. I think sometimes it can be hard for a girl that has lots of good reviews to live up to them,
but needn?t had worried.

Finally saw Priya after a few unsuccessful attempts where she was busy ? always the mark of a
good girl. I think sometimes it can be hard for a girl that has lots of good reviews to live up to them,
but needn?t had worried.

Very chatty so easy to develop some rapport. In to the bedroom. She stripped off. What a body.
Talk about sexy. Kissed. Owo which is not common with girls from Bubbles even if the website says
they will. Onto the bed, gave her a massage, more OWO, then sex with her on top. How nice was it
feeling her bum and breasts with her on top! Switch to mish, then doggy, and came like a volcano
(sorry for the old fashioned metaphor, but I did!). She was very passionate, kissed throughout. Very
sexy. Didn't jump straight out of bed afterwards, and left my flat just over an hour after she came in
which again does not always happen with girls from Bubbles. In fact very rarely.

Definitely one of the top girls at this agency.
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